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Tectonsare molecules whose interactions are dominated by
specific attractive forces that induce the assembly of aggregates
with controlled geometries, andmolecular tectonicsis the art
and science of supramolecular construction using tectonic
subunits.2 We have previously demonstrated that the strategy
of molecular tectonics can be used to create predictably ordered
three-dimensional networks linked by hydrogen bonds, and we
have shown that these networks can have properties similar to
those of zeolites and related inorganic materials, including the
selective inclusion of guests, potentially large void volumes,
and adjustable porosity.2-4 Hydrogen-bonded networks are
considered to be intrinsically less robust than inorganic ana-
logues, which are held together by bonds that are individually
much stronger. However, the integrity of hydrogen-bonded
networks can in principle be increased by increasing the number
or strength of the hydrogen bonds in which each tectonic subunit
participates. We have now found that crystallization of tecton
1 generates porous inclusion compounds in which each tecton
is held in position by 16 intertectonic hydrogen bonds, thereby
creating a three-dimensional network so robust that it remains
ordered even when most of the guests are removed.

Tecton1was synthesized in 90% yield by treating the known
nitrile 25 with dicyandiamide.6,7 Crystallization was achieved
by allowing dioxane to diffuse into solutions of tecton1 in
formic acid. This procedure produced inclusion compounds

containing variable ratios of formic acid and dioxane depending
on the precise conditions of crystallization; however, X-ray
crystallography established that crystals ranging in approximate
composition from1‚10HCOOH to1‚5dioxane all incorporate
the same network and have closely similar unit cell parameters.8

This indicates that the network is robust enough to be insensitive
to the nature of the guests. The structure of inclusion compound
1‚1HCOOH‚4dioxane was determined by X-ray crystallogra-
phy,9 which revealed that each tecton is linked to eight neighbors
by normal hydrogen bonding of the 2,4-diaminotriazine groups.10

Four of the neighbors lie approximately in theabplane, defining
an open lattice constructed from cyclic quartets (Figure 1a).
Additional hydrogen bonding in thec direction links each tecton
to four others (Figure 1b), causing the cyclic quartets to stack
with their openings aligned and thereby creating a non-
interpenetrating three-dimensional network in which each tecton
participates in a total of 16 intertectonic hydrogen bonds. The
resulting network defines very prominent channels that are
parallel to thec axis and 11.8 Å in diameter in the largest
dimension.11 One NH2 group of each diaminotriazine is not
involved in intertectonic hydrogen bonding and instead forms
part of the walls of the channels. Enclosed in the channels are
partially disordered formic acid and dioxane, which is hydrogen-
bonded to the NH2 groups of the walls (Figure 1c). Together,
the guests occupy approximately 42% of the volume of the
crystal.11

When single crystals of tecton1 containing both formic acid
and dioxane were suspended in pure dioxane or acetonitrile,13

complete exchange of guests occurred rapidly to produce single
crystals of approximate composition1‚5dioxane or1‚10CH3CN.8
Similarly, suspension of single crystals of inclusion compound
1‚5dioxane in water produced single crystals of approximate
composition1‚21H2O.8 In all cases, the samples continued to
diffract after exchange, the network remained the same, and
the unit cell parameters showed only small changes, presumably
in response to minor variations in the effective volume of the
guests.14 These experiments establish that the three-dimensional
hydrogen-bonded network generated by tecton1 behaves as a
porous material and is sufficiently robust to remain intact during
the exchange of guests.15
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Certain zeolites, related porous inorganic solids, and coor-
dination networks are robust enough to withstand the removal
of guests and to remain ordered even when they are partially
or completely empty.16 Their striking structural integrity
challenges chemists to solve the more difficult problem of
devising porous hydrogen-bonded organic analogues that remain
ordered during extensive removal of guests.17 We have now
found that the network generated by tecton1 has this remarkable
property. Single crystals of inclusion compound1‚5dioxane
were kept under vacuum (0.1 Torr) at 25°C and then transferred
to a glovebox under dry Ar.13 Subsequent analysis by1H NMR

spectroscopy revealed that after 3.5, 7.0, 26, and 66 h of
exposure to vacuum, the crystals had lost 28, 37, 56, and 63%
of the original dioxane. The crystals remained optically
transparent and showed uniform extinction when viewed through
crossed polarizers, so no conspicuous noncrystalline zones were
present. Moreover, the crystals continued to diffract, the space
group remained identical, and the unit cell parameters showed
a small but systematic and significant contraction.21 We
conclude that the network remains ordered even when most of
the guests are removed.

The hydrogen bonds that help direct the association of tecton
1 and related compounds are individually weak (e7 kcal/mol).22

Nevertheless, when tectons are oriented in networks by suitably
large numbers of hydrogen bonds, their collective effect can
approach or even exceed that of strong covalent bonds. As our
results have shown, this permits the assembly of porous
hydrogen-bonded networks with unprecedented structural in-
tegrity. The creation of such networks demonstrates that
molecular tectonics is a very powerful strategy for producing
ordered materials with useful and unusual properties.
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Figure 1. ORTEP views of the three-dimensional hydrogen-bonded
network present in crystals of inclusion compound1‚1HCOOH‚
4dioxane. In each view, non-hydrogen atoms are represented by
ellipsoids corresponding to 40% probability, hydrogen atoms are shown
as spheres of arbitrary size, and hydrogen bonds are represented by
narrow lines. (a) This view (alongc) is parallel to the channel axes
and shows the cross sections of four adjacent channels. Formic acid
and dioxane are omitted for clarity. (b) This view (alongb) is
perpendicular to the channels and shows how their walls are constructed.
The arms of two tectons (represented by broad filled lines) are joined
by hydrogen bonds to form one side of a cyclic quartet. These tectons
are linked by hydrogen bonds in thec direction to tectons in adjoining
quartets (open lines). (c) This view is parallel to the axis of a single
channel and shows the location of the partially disordered dioxane.
Disordered formic acid occupies space in the middle of the channel
but is omitted for clarity.
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